Telehealth Credentialing Made Easy: Your Total Solution

CheckMedic® is fully compliant with the COPs and TJC/HFAP standards.

YOUR OBLIGATION

- Obtain a request for clinical privileges (your form or ours, electronic or paper)
- Send us the name, birth date, and SS number of the provider
- Approve and implement a simple policy on review and approval of requests for telemedicine privileges (including simplified F and OPPE)

OUR OBLIGATION

- Conduct full-primary-source verification for all required credentialing elements
- Obtain an NPDB report
- Conduct continuous monitoring
- Assemble all data into an easily reviewable package and transfer it to your organization

ALL COMPLETED WITHIN A FEW DAYS

For more information, visit www.verisys.com/telehealth or to speak with a CheckMedic® representative, call: 801.302.5282